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The seven principles of
intelligent personalisation

Why user-generated content
can be a key differentiator
for brand marketers

What is ‘torrential
engagement’ and how can
brands capitalise on it?

Have we reached peak
smartphone, and what does
that mean for marketers?

Marketing commentators often

User generated content (UGC) isn’t a new

Marketers are constantly striving to capture

Mary Meeker’s highly anticipated kitchen-

attribute the success of Amazon to its

concept, yet marketers around the world

consumer engagement. However, with

sink compendium of third-party stats

advanced personalisation strategy. And

are only just starting to realize its

attention spans dwindling and digital

dropped yesterday. Amidst the barrage of

with good reason. The ecommerce

potential in creating online buzz and

content increasing, it appears consumers are

data was the following: global

giant’s approach goes way beyond the

engaging customers. Predominantly

stuck on one extreme or the other –

smartphone shipments grew zero percent

basics. Machine learning helps the brand

spread through social media, UGC is any

according to Kantar Futures, many are

in 2017. Many others have already pointed

predict and shape consumer behaviour

type of content created and shared by a

displaying what it calls ‘torrential

to this observation with some mixture of

in real time. Each customer experiences

brand’s audience. Whether through

engagement’, meaning they are either

surprise and alarm. Meeker also cites data

contextually relevant messages that

videos, tweets, Instagram stories or blogs

intensely engaged or entirely disconnected.

that the average selling price of

maximise conversions at every stage of

- UGC spotlights a brand, product or

This sounds like typical millennial behaviour,

smartphones is declining. That’s largely a

their journey.

service on a user’s own channel, rather

right? A demographic that want everything

function of the need to produce lower-

than the company’s social presence.

or nothing at all?

cost devices for developing markets.
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Influencer marketing &
measurement: Three things
to consider

What is invitational
marketing? And why do
you need it?

Robots or humans: Which
provide a better customer
experience?

3 consumer attention
myths holding back
marketers

The cost of influencer or talent-led

The role of marketing has always been

We know the ability to read reviews before

marketing has increased in the past few

to connect a company and brand with

making a decision is incredibly empowering.

Let me paint what I suspect will be a

years. Research suggests influencers with

its audience in a way that establishes

From what to order at a restaurant to which

three to seven million followers on

brand affinity. By achieving this,

is the best washing machine for a small

Instagram can easily charge $75,000 for a

companies raise the likelihood that the

apartment, the consumer review is a critical

single post. This, coupled with the

individual will buy into their proposition.

source for shoppers evaluating purchase

growing subtlety of strategy – whereby

However, the way to achieving this has

decisions. And that’s showing no signs of

authenticity is taking precedence over

always been highly company-centric,

slowing down.We’ve seen that searches for

reach – means that a more considered

where communication and engagement

the “best” product and product “reviews”

approach to measurement is

is sought based on the needs and goals

continue to rise. But we’re seeing an

recommended.

of the organisation, rather than that of

evolution in the type of review people find

the consumer.

valuable and the vast number of topics they
are seeking advice on.
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familiar picture: Your alarm goes oﬀ and
the ﬁrst thing you do is check texts,
messaging apps, emails, and feeds.
You grab coﬀee, rush out, and use your
commute to catch up on news (or
perhaps last night’s Trevor Noah
highlights). Even at the oﬃce, you’re
constantly checking every device—in
between meetings, in line for lunch,
waiting for your turn at the coﬀee
machine. You’re toggling between no
less than a dozen apps, all at once.
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